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Abstract

A systems-level mathematical model is presented that describes the effects of inhibiting the enzyme 5a-reductase (5aR) on the
ventral prostate of the adult male rat under chronic administration of the 5aR inhibitor, finasteride. 5aR is essential for
androgen regulation in males, both in normal conditions and disease states. The hormone kinetics and downstream effects on
reproductive organs associated with perturbing androgen regulation are complex and not necessarily intuitive. Inhibition of
5aR decreases the metabolism of testosterone (T) to the potent androgen 5a-dihydrotestosterone (DHT). This results in
decreased cell proliferation, fluid production and 5aR expression as well as increased apoptosis in the ventral prostate. These
regulatory changes collectively result in decreased prostate size and function, which can be beneficial to men suffering from
benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) and could play a role in prostate cancer. There are two distinct isoforms of 5aR in male
humans and rats, and thus developing a 5aR inhibitor is a challenging pursuit. Several inhibitors are on the market for
treatment of BPH, including finasteride and dutasteride. In this effort, comparisons of simulated vs. experimental T and DHT
levels and prostate size are depicted, demonstrating the model accurately described an approximate 77% decrease in prostate
size and nearly complete depletion of prostatic DHT following 21 days of daily finasteride dosing in rats. This implies T alone is
not capable of maintaining a normal prostate size. Further model analysis suggests the possibility of alternative dosing
strategies resulting in similar or greater effects on prostate size, due to complex kinetics between T, DHT and gene occupancy.
With appropriate scaling and parameterization for humans, this model provides a multiscale modeling platform for drug
discovery teams to test and generate hypotheses about drugging strategies for indications like BPH and prostate cancer, such
as compound binding properties, dosing regimens, and target validation.
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Introduction

With the availability of information describing many individual

components of biological systems, there is increasing focus on

developing multiscale computational models that capture the

overall systems behavior [1]. Many systems biology models address

complex intracellular signaling pathways, while other efforts focus

on the function of individual organs such as the heart [2,3]. The

challenge of modeling endocrine function is that the system

involves multiple organs (those secreting hormones into blood and

those responding), responses that progress from changes in gene

expression through to changes in cellular and organ function, and

frequently multiple feedback processes such that decisions around

the level of biological detail to incorporate are challenging [4,5].

The intended use for a biological model is typically a major driving

force for decisions around the needed level of detail. Here the

challenge was to incorporate pharmacological interventions into a

model based upon surgical manipulation (i.e., castration) to ask

about the capabilities of the model as well as obtain perspectives

on the drivers for such interventions for purposes of drug

discovery.

The enzyme 5a-reductase (5aR) plays a critical role in

regulating of the size and function of the ventral prostate.

Testosterone (T) is metabolized by 5aR into the more potent

5a-dihydrotestosterone (DHT) [6,7], the driving force of prostate

gene-regulation [8,9,10,11,12,13,14]. In turn, DHT controls the

gene expression of 5aR, creating a feedback control loop [15].

There are two known isoforms of 5aR in rats and humans

[6,7,16,17,18,19]. One isoform (labeled 5aR1 in this article) is

widely distributed in the body and is expressed abundantly in the

liver of rats, a major tissue for T metabolism. The other isoform

(labeled 5aR2 in this article) has been reported to be expressed

mainly in androgen-dependent tissues and is abundant in the

prostate of rats, the other major site for T metabolism [6].

However, there exists at least one reference reporting nearly equal

distribution of 5aR1 and 5aR2 in prostate tissue of rats [19]. In

human cancerous prostate tissue, expression levels for each

isoform have been shown to increase [20,21].
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The exact nature of the binding exhibited by each of the two

predominant 5aR inhibitors on the market, finasteride and

dutasteride, for each isoform has not always been clear. Prior to

the discovery of a second 5aR isoform, finasteride was believed to

be a selective, competitive, reversible inhibitor of 5aR2 [22]. But a

phase I study showing a 7-day requirement for DHT levels to

return to baseline after nearly 80% depletion following finasteride

dosing demonstrated the possibility of a more complex mecha-

nism, given the half-life of finasteride is approximately 6–8 hours

in humans [22,23]. With the recognition of a second 5aR isoform,

it was thought that finasteride was a time-dependent inhibitor of

both 5aR1 and 5aR2 [22]. Time dependent inhibition results from

an enzyme-inhibitor bond with a very long half life (often on the

order of many days), rendering the enzyme effectively useless.

Finally, finasteride was shown to be a weakly competitive,

reversible inhibitor of 5aR1 and a potent, time-dependent

inhibitor of 5aR2 [21,24].

A new class of compounds was subsequently developed,

including the first marketed, potent, dual 5aR inhibitor, dutaste-

ride [22]. Dutasteride is considered to be a potentially desirable

alternative to finasteride, due to its longer half life and greater

potency against each isoform [21,25,26]. It was suggested by

Stuart and coworkers, however, that both finasteride and dutaste-

ride exhibit competitive, reversible inhibition on 5aR1 and time-

dependent inhibition on 5aR2 [26], albeit with different potencies

against each isoform.

Since approval of finasteride and dutasteride for treatment of

benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH), data abound characterizing

5aR inhibitors in prostate cancer prevention and treatment

[12,22,27,28,29,30,31,32]. Even in androgen-independent (hor-

mone refractory) prostate cancer, it is believed androgens play a

significant role in tumor growth [33].

Classical compartmental pharmacokinetic (PK) models for both

dutasteride and finasteride have been published [22,25,26].

Furthermore, there have been recent advances in developing

more mechanistic models for 5aR inhibition by finasteride and

subsequent effects on the prostate [34,35]. However, the authors

are unaware of any mechanistically-based PK or pharmacody-

namic modeling efforts to date that account for the complex

binding kinetics of finasteride to 5aR1 and5aR2 and associate 5aR

inhibition with downstream gene regulartory-driven changes in

prostate mass. Approaches such as this can be adapted to aid in

quantitatively understanding the different mechanisms of inhibi-

tion exhibited by these compounds along with the nonintuitive,

inherent behavior of the hormonal regulatory system associated

with prostate maintenance. These understandings can yield better

proposed dosing regimens in clinical trials as well as aiding in

chemistry design strategies in drug discovery.

The objective of this research effort was to develop a systems-

level mathematical model to simulate the different mechanisms of

inhibition exhibited by finasteride and their gene-regulatory effects

on the maintenance of the ventral prostate in adult male rats. To

accomplish this objective, a model previously developed for the

simulation of prostate maintenance in adult intact and castrated

male rats was used as a base model (called the PM model in this

article) and suitably augmented to simulate the complexities of

5aR inhibition by finasteride and associated prostatic effects [36].

PM describes the endogenous hormone kinetics of the testicular-

pituitary axis and the dynamics of the androgenic regulation of the

prostate. The model includes the pharmacokinetics of T, DHT and

luteinizing hormone (LH), as well as the dynamics of AR binding and

subsequent events leading to the regulation of the prostate.

Development of the model included characterization of critical

biological and physiological processes inherent in the hormonal

regulation of the male reproductive system, including androgen-LH

feedback loops and AR-mediated gene transcriptional regulation of

four distinct processes: prostatic cell proliferation, anti-apoptosis,

fluid production, and 5aR2 activity. While the first three are complex

multigene regulatory processes, a simplified description with one set

of key regulatory genes for each process was assumed. Although

there are two known isoforms of 5aR, only 5aR2 production is

explicitly described with a gene in PM, since liver metabolism of T is

described using simple Vmax and Km kinetics while prostatic T

metabolism includes a more complex description (see [36]).

To simulate prostatic responses to 5aR inhibitor exposurethe

model description for 5aR was expanded in both prostate and

liver, adding new parameters, some with unknown values.

Estimates for most of these values can be obtained from

experimental data in the literature. Remaining unknown param-

eters need to be estimated via model calibration using experi-

mental data for finasteride. Thus, the resulting model is specifically

parameterized for finasteride. However, since finasteride and

dutasteride were shown to exhibit similar mechanisms of inhibition

on the 5aR isoforms, the finasteride model (FM) can be re-

parameterized for dutasteride by accounting for differences in

dutasteride PK and affinity for each 5aR isoform. This new model,

calibrated for rats as a widely used preclinical species with

relatively rich data, was used to ask questions important to drug

discovery including predicting differential effects of dosing

regimens. Translation of such findings to inform clinical studies

would require additional model calibration for humans to address

the limitations of the rat as a model for prostatic diseases.

Results

The goal of FM is to simulate gene-regulated prostate dynamics

for intact, finasteride-treated and castrated rats. The signaling

kinetics leading to androgen-driven gene transcription in the

prostate, which ultimately results in regulation of prostate size and

function are depicted in Figure 1. In light of finasteride’s different

inhibition mechanism for each 5aR isoform, several enhancements

of the prior model were required, notably for metabolism of T in

the liver and prostate. Finasteride exposure estimates following

oral dosing were also needed.

These changes in prostate kinetics and dynamics occur in the

broader context of the whole body, including pharmacokinetics of

endogenous T and DHT described with physiologically based

pharmacokinetic (PBPK) models and androgen-LH signaling

between the brain and testes forming the testicular-pituitary axis

(Figure 2). Augmented with a significantly more mechansistic

description of prostatic events, the overall whole body model

structure of FM remains similar to that of PM (see [36]). The

changes to the model to incorporate 5aR inhibition are described

below along with other improvements made in the modeling for

prostate gene occupancy and prostatic cellular mass following

which the model calibration is reported. Lastly, we describe the

results of simulation studies to investigate the complex interplay of

hormonal regulation and kinetics and the kinetics of the inhibitor

as influenced by the dosing regimen.

Building the Finasteride Model (FM)
T metabolism in the liver. The liver and prostate are sites

of significant T metabolism. 5aR1 is abundantly expressed in the

liver while 5aR2 is found at considerably lower levels. Also, 5aR1

is not abundant in the prostate, where 5aR2 is. In light of this, and

although 5aR1 is found in other tissues of the rat body, we assume

in the model that 5aR1 exists exclusively in the liver and no 5aR2

is expressed. We further assume that metabolism of T by 5aR1 in

Dynamic Model for 5a-Reductase Inhibition in Rats
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other tissues is negligible relative to the liver. Finally, it is assumed

that 5aR1 in the liver is subject to limited androgen regulation, so

its activity is assumed constant under conditions of castration and

5aR inhibitor treatment.

Metabolism of T to DHT via 5aR in the liver was previously

modeled with a Michaelis-Menten term, and linear terms were

included for the general metabolic clearance of T and DHT in the

liver [37]. To represent reversible, competitive inhibition of 5aR1,

we added the following standard augmented Michaelis-Menten

metabolism term for finasteride-inhibited T metabolism in the

liver:

Vmax lCTlf

Km5a 1z F

K5aR1
i

� �
zCTlf

:

The new equations for T and DHT in the liver are:

dATl

dt
~Ql CTbl{

CTl

PTl

� �
{

Vmax l

CTl

PTl

Km5a 1z
F

K5aR1
i

� �
z

CTl

PTl

{klT
ATl

PTl

,

dADl

dt
~Ql CDbl{

CDl

PDl

� �
z

Vmax l
CTl

PTl

Km5a 1z
F

K5aR1
i

� �
z

CTl

PTl

{klD
ADl

PDl

:

ð1Þ

Figure 1. Kinetics of 5aR2-mediated Gene Regulation in the Prostate. Blood flow through the prostate delivers and clears finasteride (F), T
and DHT from the compartment. Within the prostate, F competes (k3 and k4) with T (k1 and k2) to bind with 5aR2, but F undergoes a further time-
dependent inhibition (k5 and k6) effectively eliminating the enzyme from the active pool. T exhibits typical enzyme-substrate kinetics, where the final
product is DHT and the enzyme is released back to the pool of free 5aR2. Free T and DHT bind to AR, subsequently form homo- and heterodimers,
and finally bind to any of the four DNA sites of FM for transcription (cell proliferation, anti-apoptosis, fluid production and 5aR2 production (see text
and [36]). Although HSP27, HSP90, cofactors and other molecules are involved in the process of chaperoning the dimers into the nucleus and
inducing transcription [33], the process is simplified in both PM and FM. For complete details on equations, parameters and figures for dimerization
and gene transcription, the reader is referred to [36].
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0044359.g001

Dynamic Model for 5a-Reductase Inhibition in Rats
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Descriptions for all state variable and parameter abbreviations

in equations are found in Tables 1, 2 and 3. The value for the

finasteride inhibition constant Ki
5aR1 is given in [26] as 5.4 nM.

The value for the T metabolism Km (Km5a in the model) was

reported as 40 nM in PM, based on Nnane et al. [12]. Stuart and

coworkers reports a value of 2.3 nM, which is the value used in

FM [26]. All other parameter values in these equations were left

unchanged from PM. The free concentration of finasteride in the

liver, F, is described in a later section.

T metabolism in the prostate. Similar to the assumption

that 5aR1 is exclusively found in the liver, we simplify the model

with the assumption that 5aR2 is exclusive to the prostate,

consistent with Pozzi and coworkers, who reported the only other

tissues significantly expressing 5aR2 are androgen-dependent

tissues [6]. These remaining tissues likely do not add significant

metabolism to the system.

Unlike the simple expression used for classical competitive

inhibition in the liver, the model must be augmented for time-

dependent inhibition in the prostate. Thus, equations were

implemented for the biochemical interactions between T, 5aR2

and finasteride, depicted in Figure 1. These enzyme kinetic

equations for FM are given by:

d5aR2

dt
~{k35aR2:Fzk45aR2F{k15aR2:Tzk25aR2T

z5aR2syn{5aR2dgzkcat5aR2T ,

d5aR2F

dt
~{k45aR2Fzk35aR2:F{k55aR2Fzk65aR2F�,

d5aR2T

dt
~{k25aR2Tzk15aR2:T{kcat5aR2T ,

d5aR2F�

dt
~{k65aR2F�zk55aR2F ,

ð2Þ

where the enzyme synthesis and degradation terms for 5aR2 are

given by:

5aR2syn~ksynDNAo5aR2, 5aR2dg~kdg5aR2:

Descriptions for all state variable and parameter abbreviations

in equations are found in Tables 3 and 4. Similar to the feedback

mechanism in PM that controlled prostatic T metabolism via 5aR,

the rate of synthesis of 5aR2 in FM is a function of gene

occupancy. The parameter kdg is a fitted parameter. The

parameter ksyn is a steady-state forcing parameter that is given by:

ksyn~5aR20
kdg

DNAo5aR20

where 5aR20 is the initial (steady state) value for the state variable

5aR2 (the concentration of 5aR2 in the prostate), DNAo5aR2 is the

occupancy of the 5aR2 gene (an algebraic value calculated from

state variables) and DNAo5aR20 is the initial (steady state) value of

DNAo5aR2.

Since there are now explicit terms in FM for prostatic 5aR2

concentrations (free and bound), an estimate is required for the

total concentration at steady-state. To obtain this value we used

the estimated 5aR2 concentration in prostate of ,0.001% [38],

the measured ventral prostate protein of 5365 mg/g tissue [38],

and a molecular weight of 28772 daltons for the 254 amino acid

containing 5aR2. The resulting estimate of 18.4 nM was rounded

to 20 nM for use in FM due to the uncertainty in the estimate.

Thus, at steady-state, all terms that include 5aR2 should total

20 nM.

Figure 2. FM – a multiscale, mechanism-driven, dynamic
model. FM is comprised of physiological compartments, where critical
processes occur such as metabolism, intra- and intercellular signaling,
gene transcription and tissue response. Mass transfer of T and DHT
takes place between the blood and tissue compartments, while
regulatory signaling occurs via AR, LH, T and DHT (also see Figure 1),
mainly between the brain, testes and prostate. During intact and
finasteride treated simulations, the testicular-pituitary axis forms a
negative feedback loop between the testes and the brain via LH, T and
DHT. In FM, the brain is lumped into the body compartment, which
comprises all tissues and organs not explicitly accounted for in the
model structure. The kinetic and gene transcriptional processes
involving T, DHT and AR depicted in Figure 1 are fully incorporated
in the prostate compartment of FM, resulting in regulation of prostate
mass. For further detail, see text and [36]. The kinetics of finasteride (F)
in blood are accounted for using a specific pharmacokinetic model
developed previously (see Figure 3) and linked directly into FM.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0044359.g002

Table 1. State variables for equations (1) – T metabolism in
the liver.

Variable Description Units

ATl Amount of T in liver nmol

ADl Amount of DHT in liver nmol

CTbl Concentration of T in blood nM

CTl Free concentration of T in liver nM

CDbl Concentration of DHT in blood nM

CDl Free concentration of DHT in liver nM

F Central compartment free concentration of
finasteride1

nM

1New state variable for FM.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0044359.t001

Dynamic Model for 5a-Reductase Inhibition in Rats
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Figure 1 gives contextual reference to the parameters k1, k2, k3,

k4, k5, k6 and kcat. The parameter kcat, the catalysis term for T

metabolism by 5aR2 to DHT, takes the value of 270 hr21 (from

[39], reported value of 0.075 sec21). The value for k1 is fitted. We

used the established formula from Segal [40], k2 = Kmk1– kcat, to

calculate the value of k2. Values for Km (prostatic T to DHT

metabolism) are variable in the literature –0.6 nM [26], 24.6 nM

[39], and 74 [19]. For reasons described later, the Stuart and

coworkers value (0.6 nM) was used in FM. With the values of k1,

Km and kcat obtained, the value for k2 can then be calculated. The

value for k3 is fitted. Stuart and coworkers reports a Ki
5aR2 value for

finasteride-5aR2 binding to be 0.5 nM, and therefore we

calculated k4 = Ki
5aR2k3. The values for parameters k5 and k6 are

reported by Stuart and coworkers to be 3.96 hr21 and approx-

imately zero, respectively. In the model, zero value is used for k6.

The original equations in PM for T and DHT amounts in the

prostate, respectively, are as follow:

dATp

dt
~Qp CTbl{CTpfð Þ{ V max CTpf

km5azCTpf

.

dADp

dt
~Qp CDblf {CDpf

� �
z

VmaxCTpf

km5azCTpf

With the replacement of the Michaelis-Menten term with

reaction rate kinetic terms, the equations in FM are now given by:

dATp

dt
~Qp CTbl{CTpf

� �
{k15aR2:CTpf Vpzk25aR2T :Vp,

dADp

dt
~Qp CDblf {CDpf

� �
zkcat5aR2T :Vp:

ð3Þ

Descriptions for all state variable and parameter abbreviations

in equations are found in Tables 1, 4, 5 and 6.

Revisiting total DNA binding sites allotted in PM. In PM,

we assumed an equal number of DNA binding sites for each of the

four genes: anti-apoptosis, fluid production, cell proliferation and

Table 2. Parameters for equations (1) – T metabolism in the
liver.

Parameter Description Units Value

Ql Blood flow rate to liver L/hr 1.06

Vmaxl Maximum velocity of liver T
metabolism to DHT

nmol/hr 3.65

PTl T-liver partition coefficient – 2.75

PDl DHT-liver partition coefficient – 2.0

Km5a Liver T metabolism Km for 5aR11 nM 2.3

klT Nonspecific liver T elimination hr21 87.9

KlD Nonspecific liver DHT elimination hr21 77.2

Ki
5aR1 5aR1 inhibition constant (Ki)

for finasteride1,2
nM 5.4

1Value from [26].
2New parameter for FM.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0044359.t002

Table 3. State variables for equations (2) –5aR2 kinetics.

Variable Description Units

5aR2 Free 5aR2 in prostate nM

5aR2T 5aR2:T complex nM

5aR2F 5aR2:finasteride complex nM

5aR2F* Permanently bound 5aR2:finasteride nM

F Concentration of finasteride in central
compartment1

nM

All new state variables for FM.
1This algebraic variable is calculated using the finasteride model estimate of
finasteride amount (A2) in the central compartment along with the molecular
weight of finasteride and the estimated volume of distribution of the central
compartment for finasteride; see text and Text S3, Table S5.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0044359.t003

Table 4. Parameters for equations (2) –5aR2 kinetics.

Parameter Description Units Value

k1 Association rate constant for T:5aR21,5 hr21 nM21 500

k2 Dissociation rate constant for T:5aR21 hr21 30

kcat Catalysis rate constant for T R DHT1,4 hr21 270

Km Km for T R DHT3 nM 0.6

k3 Association rate constant for finasteride:
5aR21,5

hr21 nM21 1000

k4 Dissociation rate constant for finasteride:
5aR21

hr21 500

k5 Rate constant for 5aR2F R 5aR2F*1,3 hr21 3.96

k6 Rate constant for 5aR2F* R 5aR2F1,3 hr21 0

Ki
5aR2 Ki for finasteride:5aR21,3 nM 0.5

kdg Degradation rate constant for 5aR26 hr21 0.016

ksyn Synthesis rate constant for 5aR2 nM/hr see text

DNAo5aR2 Prostatic 5aR2 gene occupancy2 fraction variable

DNAo5aR20 Prostatic 5aR2 gene occupancy
initial value

fraction 0.95

1New parameter for FM.
2Algebraic variable; see Text S1.
3Value from [26].
4Value from [39].
5FM not sensitive to this parameter; biologically plausible value chosen (see
text).
6Fitted value; see text.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0044359.t004

Table 5. State variables for equations (3) – T metabolism in
the prostate.

Variable Description Units

ATp Amount of T in prostate nmol

CTpf Free concentration of T in prostate nM

ADp Amount of DHT in prostate nmol

CDpf Free concentration of DHT in prostate nM

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0044359.t005

Dynamic Model for 5a-Reductase Inhibition in Rats
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5aR2 production. Upon revisiting this assumption and noting that

some processes such as fluid production, apoptosis protection and

cell proliferation obviously involve far more than a single gene (as

is the case for 5aR2 production), and hence many more DNA sites

relative to 5aR2 production, we decreased the number of total

DNA binding sites for 5aR2 by 75%. The other three genes still

contain the same number of DNA sites, and these numbers have

not changed from PM. In the process of making this change in

FM, it was discovered that the number of DNA binding sites can

be significantly changed (an order of magnitude or more) without

considerable changes in model behavior and with no parameter

adjustments. This is due to the fact that the concentrations of

available dimers in the prostate are much greater (approximately

40 fold) than the total number of DNA binding sites. Therefore,

gene occupancy is mainly driven by binding rate constants. This

feature allows one to reasonably adjust the number of DNA

binding sites for each of the four genes to fit a variety of

assumptions. For simplicity, we limited the assumptions in FM to

those just noted.

Alteration to equation for cellular mass of prostate. In

PM, we defined basal (androgen insensitive) and androgen

sensitive portions of the prostate. This is further fractionated

between cellular mass and ductal lumen mass. The original

equation for the androgen sensitive cellular portion of the prostate

mass (VPC1) in PM is given by:

dVPC1

dt
~

VPC1 tð Þ
VPC1b

kcp1DNAocp{kcd1 1{DNAocdð ÞVPC1 tð Þ

where VPC1b is the steady-state (initial) value of VPC1. However,

preliminary analysis of FM with this equation revealed the term
VPC1

VPC1b

dominates the growth rate of the equation under

noncastrated conditions. This hinders the ability of the prostate

to regrow under finasteride-treated conditions, which is critical for

treatment simulations. Under castrated conditions, the term

DNAocp dominates, and so the term
VPC1

VPC1b

has no significant

influence, and hence PM, a model of castration, is unaffected

whether the term is present or absent in the equation. From the

standpoint of physiology, it is known that factors influencing tissue

growth are complex. With or without the term
VPC1

VPC1b

in the

equation, the growth rate represented in the equation is a

simplification of the physiological process. Therefore, in FM the

term was dropped and the new equation is given as:

dVPC1

dt
~kcp1DNAocp{kcd1 1{DNAocdð ÞVPC1 tð Þ: ð4Þ

Descriptions for all parameter abbreviations are found in Table 7.

Finasteride tissue exposure estimation. A compartmental

PK model for finasteride was developed for rats by Stuart and

coworkers using a two-compartment model with linear rate

constants to describe PK time profiles [26]. By the nature of

small molecule characteristics, it was assumed in FM that free

plasma concentrations of finasteride are approximately in equi-

librium with free concentrations in well-perfused tissues, such as

the prostate and liver. Therefore, the compartmental PK model

from Stuart [26] was used to approximate prostate and liver

exposure of finasteride, using free concentrations predicted in the

central compartment of the model, F. Finasteride has been shown

to be approximately 90% bound to proteins in human plasma

[41]. Since finasteride plasma protein binding in rat was not found

to be reported in the literature, it was assumed in this model that

the percent of rat and human protein binding is the same. In the

FM model, only unbound finasteride in the central compartment

is available for binding to 5aR. The finasteride PK model is

depicted in Figure 3. Equations for this model are available in

Text S3, Table S5.

Calibration of FM
For equations that were changed and/or added to accommo-

date the expanded capabilities of FM, several approaches were

taken to obtain the new parameters. First, experimentally obtained

values available in the literature were used when possible. Second,

we analyzed the model to determine which of the remaining

unknown parameters its predictions are sensitive to, and then used

a set of data for finasteride-treated rats available from Rittmaster

and coworkers to identify the parameter values through modeling

fitting [42]. This data set includes prostatic T and DHT

concentrations (Figure 4) as well as prostate masses for intact,

finasteride-treated and castrated rats (Figure 5). The rats were

treated with 40 mg/kg daily for 21 days and sampling time points

were taken at 4, 9, 14 and 21 days. The insensitive parameters

were set to physiologically plausible values. PM was originally fit to

multiple data sets for prostate regression due to castration. During

the fitting process for FM, we found that several existing

parameters in the unchanged equations needed to be adjusted,

in order to specifically fit the Rittmaster data set.

The model was calibrated to produce biologically plausible

behavior with respect to pharmacokinetics, steady-state behavior,

and the dynamics of the prostate under the various study

conditions with the goal of maintaining good model agreement

with the Rittmaster data set while changing as few existing

parameters from PM as possible. Thus, for example, the

degradation rate for the free androgen receptor in PM results in

an improbably short half life compared with one literature value of

3 hours in cells [43], but we chose to keep the existing PM value

because recalibration of other parameters would be needed to

retain consistency with the data originally evaluated. All model

state variables and parameters that are new for FM are listed in

Tables 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 with values and references (where

applicable). All other equations, state variables and parameter

values are identical to those reported previously [36] and are

available in Tables S1, S2, S3, S4.

Adjusting the existing parameters. Model calibration

began with the castrate data in the Rittmaster data set, since

castration results in nearly immediate depletion of androgens in

Table 6. Parameters for equations (3) – T metabolism in the
prostate.

Parameter Description Units Value

Qp Blood flow rate to prostate1 L/hr variable

Vp Total mass of prostate2 kg variable

1Blood flow rate to prostate is a function of prostate mass; see [36] for details.
2Total mass of prostate is the total of basal and androgen sensitive cellular and
ductal lumen masses [36]. In PM, prostate volume and mass were used
interchangeably, assuming 1 g of ventral prostate tissue equals 1 mL. In this
manuscript, we consistently refer to prostate measurement in mass, although
we continue to use the original symbol Vp used in PM.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0044359.t006
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the system, and therefore none of the unknown parameters in FM

are either sensitive or informed by this experimental condition.

PM was fit to multiple data sets of prostate regression for castrated

rats. It was observed that after complete regression, a small

fraction of the prostate remained in the absence of androgens.

This fraction was called the basal mass, and was separated into two

parts – basal cellular mass and basal ductal lumen mass. The

Rittmaster data set shows a significantly smaller basal prostate

mass after castration than the average of the multiple data sets to

which PM was fit [42]. Hence, the parameters governing the size

of the basal cellular and ductal lumen masses in FM, VPC2 and

VPL2 respectively, were adjusted so that FM fits the castration-

driven regressed prostate observed in the Rittmaster data set (see

Figure 5, second panel). The parameter kcp1 (prostate cell

proliferation rate constant) was also adjusted to the Rittmaster

castrate data in order to adequately capture the rate of regression

of the prostate after castration. Once FM was in agreement with

the Rittmaster castrate data, we fit the unknown parameters to the

finasteride-treated data. In the fitting process, it was found that

one additional existing parameter, kDNAoffTT (relative potency for

TT dimers bound to DNA sites – see [36]), is critical for model

agreement with the finasteride-treated data set. The original value

for this parameter in PM was 6.0. However, at this value, TT

dimers are not effective enough to maintain the necessary gene

occupancies that correlate with the rate of prostate regression

observed in the Rittmaster data set. The result was a significant

over-determination of prostate regression due to finasteride

treatment. Therefore, in FM this value was adjusted to 1.6, which

Table 7. Parameters for equation (4) – prostate mass.

Parameter Description Units Value

kcp1 Prostate cell proliferation rate constant1 mg/hr 0.5

kcd1 Prostate cell apoptosis rate constant2 hr21 -

VPC1b Steady state androgen sensitive prostate cellular mass3 mg 191

DNAocp Prostatic cell proliferation gene occupancy4 fraction variable

DNAocd Prostatic anti-apoptotic gene occupancy4 fraction variable

VPC2 Basal prostate cellular mass1,5 mg 18

VPL2 Basal prostate ductal lumen mass1,5 mg 18.2

kDNAoffTT Relative DNA potency for TT:AR dimers1 - 1.6

1New value for FM; see text.
2Forced steady state rate constant; see Text S2.
3New steady state value for FM.
4Algebraic variable; see Text S1.
5In [36], prostate volume and mass were used interchangeably, assuming 1 g of ventral prostate tissue equals 1 mL. In this manuscript, we consistently refer to prostate
measurement in mass, although we continue to use the original symbols VPC2 and VPL2 used in PM.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0044359.t007

Figure 3. Finasteride pharmacokinetic (PK) model as reported in Stuart, et al. (2001) [26]. A 2-compartment model was described (top
figure) with linear absorption and elimination terms. The equation for the central compartment was modified in FM to account for finasteride binding
to prostatic 5aR2 (see the differential equation list for FM in Text S3). The bottom-left plot depicts a single, 40 mg/kg dose, PK profile over 24 hours.
The bottom-right plot depicts daily 40 mg/kg dosing for 21 days, corresponding to the experimental conditions described in [42]. Plots depict total
plasma finasteride concentrations.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0044359.g003
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allowed the unknown parameters to be appropriately fitted to the

finasteride-treated data (see below and Figure 5).

Fitting the unknown parameters. Although values for the

majority of the new parameters for FM were available in the

literature, some values were not found and remained unknown. A

sensitivity analysis was conducted to determine the sensitivity of

FM to all new parameters to guide our efforts in estimating

unknown values. The algorithm used for the analysis is the well-

established method of control coefficients successfully utilized by

Lee and coworkers in the mathematical modeling of the Wnt

pathway [44]. Control coefficients were calculated in the following

manner:

CCx
p ~

p

x

Lx

Lp

Figure 4. Model fits to prostatic T and DHT concentration data described in the Rittmaster data set. Plots depict model fits to free
androgen concentration in prostate under three experimental conditions: intact, castrated and finasteride (F)-treated (daily dosing for 21 days at
40 mg/kg). Under the experimental conditions described in [42], nearly complete depletion of DHT is observed (data and model) in the prostate
(right panel), while prostatic T concentrations are significantly elevated in a compensatory capacity due to the LH-T/DHT feedback loop (left panel).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0044359.g004

Figure 5. Downstream effects of prostatic hormone kinetics. (Left panel) Model simulations of time courses for gene occupancies (as fractions
of complete occupancy) for anti-apoptosis, fluid production, cell proliferation, and enzyme (5aR2) production. Note the substantially larger effect
castration is predicted to have on the anti-apoptosis and enzyme production genes. (Right panel) Model fits to prostate mass data (mg) described in
[42] under three experimental conditions: intact, castrated and finasteride (F)-treated (daily dosing for 21 days at 40 mg/kg). Intact prostate mass is
457 mg (average, based on Rittmaster data), depicted at the very top of the plot. When DHT is nearly depleted from F dosing (see Figure 4), elevated
T levels are not capable of maintaining intact prostate mass (right panel).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0044359.g005
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and the computational approximation (CCA) to this equation was

formed using the finite difference method, yielding:

CCAx
p~

p

x(p)

x(pzDp){x(p)

Dp

where x is a state variable of FM calculated at the end of the 21-

day simulation, p is a parameter of FM. The element Dp is a 1%

increase in the value of p, which has been shown to be the most

numerically stable quantity of variation for this type of sensitivity

calculation. Details on analysis and interpretation of control

coefficients can be found in [44]. Briefly, the larger in magnitude

the value the control coefficient takes, the more sensitive the state

variable is to the parameter. A positive control coefficient indicates

the parameter has a positive effect on the state variable. That is, an

increase in the parameter value results in an increase in the value

of the state variable. Conversely, a negative control coefficient

indicates the parameter has a negative effect on the state variable.

Table 8 depicts the results of the analysis. In an effort to keep the

analysis manageable, only state variables directly associated with

the additions made to create FM were analyzed for sensitivity, and

only those parameters that are new to FM or whose values have

been changed from the original model upon development of FM

were included in the results. Furthermore, only control coefficients

with values greater than 0.2 are reported in the table, since state

variables with control coefficients below this level are considerably

insensitive.

The only parameters we tested that are not reported in Table 8

are k1, k3 and k6. All analyzed state variables in FM were found to

be insensitive to these parameters. Physiologically plausible values

were chosen for k1 and k3 (see Table 4), and the value for k6 is

reported in [26]. It is worthy to note that, although FM is not

sensitive to k1 and k3, it is sensitive to Km and Ki
5aR2. This suggests

that although the system is insensitive to kon and koff values for

5aR2 binding to T and F, the ratio is important. The only

parameters in Table 8 whose values are not directly taken from

literature sources are kdg and kDNAoffTT. However, these param-

eters were directly and uniquely fitted to specific data in the

Rittmaster data set (and the calibration of kDNAoffTT is discussed

above). When fitting kdg to prostatic DHT concentrations (see

Figures 4 and 5), we found that the value was dependent on the

value of Km (data not shown). That is, identical fits to the data can

be obtained for varying values of Km by adjusting the value of kdg.

Since the Km values for both 5aR1 and 5aR2 and most of the

other kinetic parameters for 5aR2 used in the model were

determined in the Stuart laboratory, these values were used in

attempt to ensure comparability. Using the value of 0.6 nM for

Km in FM, the fitted value of kdg was found to be 0.016 hr21,

yielding a biologically plausible half life of 5aR2 of approximately

2.6 days. Figures 4 and 5 depict model fits to the Rittmaster data

set using the above parameter values. In Figure 5, the left panel

shows gene occupancy predictions corresponding to the three

experimental conditions in the Rittmaster data set – intact,

castrated and finasteride treated. These gene occupancies drive

the prostate mass dynamics observed in the right panel of

Figure 5. With these values, FM is still in complete agreement

with the kinetics and dynamics represented in Figure 10 of [36]

(see Figure S1), which shows the kinetics of blood T concentra-

tion, prostatic androgen receptor (AR) concentration, and

prostate mass dynamics following castration. As described above,

prostate mass dynamics in FM are calibrated specifically for the

Rittmaster data set, which results in a slight difference in fit to the

multiple data sets used in calibrating PM.

Finally, the Rittmaster lab reported TUNEL staining data

quantifying apoptosis in prostatic epithelial cells of intact,

castrated, and 4-day, daily finasteride treated rats by observing

the percent of cells that stained positively for apoptosis [45]. While

there is no direct way to relate these data to a specific model

output, the trend in the data are consistent with the ordering

observed in FM for anti-apoptotic gene occupancy (Fig. 5):

castrate . finasteride-treated . intact. Furthermore, the data

showed that castration causes a far greater effect on apoptosis than

treating with finasteride, compared with intact data. This

observation is once again in agreement with the kinetics of anti-

apoptotic gene occupancy in FM (Figure 5).

FM steady-state predictions agree with experimental

data. With the new equations and parameters set, we checked

the predicted steady-state levels of prostatic androgens and 5aR2

against experimental data. Figure 4 shows model agreement with

intact prostatic levels of T and DHT reported by the Rittmaster

data set. To confirm the forcing of Esyn = Edeg at steady state, we

checked model predictions for free prostatic 5aR2 at steady-state

(19 nM) and 5aR2 bound to T (1 nM). Recalling the calculated

estimate for total prostatic 5aR2 of 20 nM and noting there are no

finasteride-bound complexes at steady state, the forcing rule

functions correctly.

Table 8. Sensitivity analysis for FM parameters.

Parameter Sensitive State/Algebraic Variable Control Coefficient (CCA) Parameter Source

Km CDp 20.72 [26]

kdg CDp 0.81 Fit2

Km5a CTbl CDbl CTp Vp 0.26 20.3 0.21 0.22 [26]

k5 CDp 20.72 [26]

kcat CDp 0.82 [39]

Ki
5aR2 CDp 0.72 [26]

Ki
5aR1 CDbl 0.21 [26]

kDNAoffTT DNAocd DNAosec
1 DNAocp Vp 20.22 20.36 20.65 21.1 Fit3

1Algebraic variable for prostatic fluid production gene occupancy.
2Parameter was directly fit by calibrating model to prostatic DHT data (see Figure 4).
3Parameter was directly fit by calibrating model to prostate volume data (see Figure 5).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0044359.t008
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FM Predicts Unexpected Hormone Kinetics
Hormone kinetics and downstream effects predicted by

FM. To investigate predicted hormone kinetics of finasteride

exposure, we used FM to simulate 21 days of finasteride dosing

(40 mg/kg/day), consistent with the experimental protocol from

the Rittmaster data set, followed by a three-day washout period.

This allows predictions of rebound effects after the drug has

significantly cleared the system. Figure 3 and Figure 6 (bottom-

right panel) show finasteride plasma kinetics, which drive 5aR

inhibition in the liver and prostate. Figure 6 also depicts blood and

prostatic androgen kinetics as well as gene occupancy time profiles

for Days 19 through 23 under intact, castrated and finasteride

treated conditions. The plots show the final two doses followed by

predictions for a three-day washout, which was not included in the

experimental protocol. In the top-right panel, blood DHT

concentrations rapidly decrease in the finasteride treated group

mainly due to the inhibition of 5aR1 in the liver. In the top-left

panel, blood T concentrations rapidly increase due to both a

buildup of T from 5aR inhibition (and hence less DHT being

formed) and response from the feedback in the testicular-pituitary

axis between LH and T/DHT. When T and/or DHT levels drop in

blood, LH signals the testes to produce more T in response. At the

peaks of the T concentration curve, decaying oscillations are seen,

which are due to the LH-T/DHT feedback loop present in the

physiologically-based pharmacokinetic model (PBPK), depicted in

Figure 2. These oscillations demonstrate very quick and sensitive

response to DHT modulation in the system, which is consistent with

the behavior seen in PM (see Figure 5 in [36]). We have been unable

to experimentally confirm this behavior, either in the laboratory or

in the literature, due to the hindering proximity between time points

that would be necessary to observe these kinetics in a study.

The right-center panel depicts prostatic DHT concentrations,

where the finasteride treated group is responding to finasteride

exposure. Concentrations for the intact group are not displayed

due to axis bounds, but are shown in Figure 4. The left-center

panel shows kinetics of prostatic T concentrations. In the

finasteride treated group, the decaying oscillations seen in the

blood T concentration profile are observed to slightly affect the

prostatic T concentration curves. The effect is muted due to

distribution kinetics of T from blood to the prostate in the PBPK

model for T. From these kinetics, it is seen that prostatic

androgen kinetics are predicted by FM to be driven mainly by

5aR2 activity in the prostate, and only mildly affected by 5aR1

activity in the liver. FM also predicts that prostatic T response to

decreased DHT is very rapid and pronounced (see Figure 4).

Furthermore, the magnitude of T response from minimum to

maximum (see Figure 6 center-left panel), where minimum occurs

at each dose (x = 19, 20) and maximum occurs approximately 7.5

hours after, is considerable relative to DHT response (Figure 6,

center-right panel). A predicted increase in gene occupancy

between doses of finasteride (see Figure 6, bottom-left panel) is

an unexpected result, which suggests the balance between

prostatic T and DHT kinetics is critical in optimal finasteride

dosing regimens. Investigating further, we see in the lower-right

panel of Figure 6 that the kinetics of T and DHT due to

finasteride exposure work in concert to drive the response of gene

occupancy. The observed increase in gene occupancy after a

finasteride dose (which is not intuitive) is due to the increase in T

in response to decreasing DHT levels. It is only after T

significantly decreases in response to increasing DHT levels that

gene occupancy begins to significantly drop before returning back

to baseline (depicted in the shaded region of the plot). The

potential implications of this prediction are useful, in that the

model is suggesting an alternative 40 mg/kg dosing schedule in

rats could produce a greater decrease in prostate size by taking

advantage of this delayed effect on gene occupancy.

FM suggests an optimal relationship between dosing and

frequency. In light of the predicted prostatic androgen kinetics

shown in Figure 6, the question could be asked if alternative dosing

and/or dose scheduling could be found by FM, where the kinetics

of prostatic T and DHT are more optimally balanced to maximize

loss of gene occupancy by androgen:AR dimers. We found

through simulation that FM indeed suggests differing degrees of

rat prostate regression by altering the dosing schedule (Figure 7,

top-left panel). Surprisingly, FM suggests QD (24-hour) dosing

outperforms 12-hour dosing, and 36-hour dosing is almost as

effective as the other two dosing schedules.

Closer inspection of prostatic T and DHT kinetics hold the key to

understanding the prediction. Figure 7, middle 3 panels, depict

prostatic T and DHT concentrations over the last 4 days of dosing of

a 21-day dosing period at 40 mg/kg. Each plot represents each

dosing schedule considered. The concentrations for T and DHT

shown are normalized by their respective dissociation constants for

AR, to comparatively depict their relative contributions to signaling

gene transcription. The solid lines in the plots represent the

normalized sum of T and DHT concentrations to depict the total

relative signal for gene transcription. Figure 7, top right panel depicts

the normalized sums for each dosing schedule. From this plot, it is

clear to see why in this case QD dosing outperformed the other

schedules. On average, its normalized total signal is lowest among

the three schedules, resulting in an increase in prostate regression

over the other schedules. Although the very end of dosing results in a

significant drop in total signal for the 12-hour dose group, which

corresponds to a significant drop in prostate volume (Figure 7, top

left panel), it is clear from the kinetics that prior to the last dose, the

12-hour dosing schedule keeps enough pressure on prostatic DHT,

forcing a significant increase in T concentration, that total signal

remains higher in the 12-hour group than QD dosing.

From this analysis, we investigated the concept of an ‘‘optimal’’

relationship between dose and dosing interval for rat prostate

regression. In order to see this relationship, we systematically ran

FM simulations with varying doses and dosing schedules to map a

three-dimensional surface for prostate volume as a function of dose

and frequency. Figure 7, bottom left panel depicts the resulting

surface, where a clear trend (dark blue) is seen. Figure 7, bottom

right panel is a projection of the 3-D surface onto a 2-D plane, for

easier visualization of the optimal dose/frequency relationship.

Discussion

Changes in prostate size are of concern from both a clinical

perspective and from the perspective of toxicological studies,

which are typically conducted using rats. Predicting how drugs or

environmental chemicals impact the underlying hormonally-

mediated regulation of prostate size and function is intrinsically

a multiscale problem, which requries various modeling method-

ologies. Processes range from the molecular level, e.g., androgen

receptor binding ligand and DNA response elements or 5aR

inhibitor binding its target, to the cellular level, e.g., effects of

altered DNA regulation on cell proliferation, apoptosis, and

prostatic fluid production, to the tissue level at which resulting

changes in prostate mass occur, to the organ system level at which

the testicular-pituitary axis provides central hormonal feedback

regulation. The considerably different scales associated with these

processes result in a combination of molecular kinetic modeling

(see Figure 1), tissue-level dynamic modeling and several PBPK

model structures (see Figure 2 and [36]). The model presented

here expands previous modeling efforts for the central axis and
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Figure 6. Kinetics of T and DHT and their predicted effects on prostatic gene occupancy. Black points in the plots represent the 20th and
21st (last) finasteride dose in the simulation. The plots extend three days in time after the last dose to capture rebound effects. (Top right panel) Blood
DHT drops quickly in response to plasma finasteride exposure, mainly due to liver 5aR1 inhibition. (Top left panel) Blood T responds quickly to
decreasing blood DHT concentrations via LH signaling in the testicular-pituitary axis. (Middle right panel) Prostatic DHT concentrations are decreased
due to dropping levels of blood DHT and prostatic 5aR2 inhibition. (Middle-left panel) Prostatic T concentrations increase due to rising blood T levels
and decreased 5aR2 activity. (Bottom left panel) Gene occupancies demonstrate the significant influence of T and DHT kinetics on downstream
events. Note that gene occupancies increase between doses 20 and 21 (black dotted line depicts gene occupancy level at time of dose), yet after the
increase from the last dose the occupancy significantly decreases before finally increasing to return to baseline (intact value). This behavior is shown
in the plots by the gradient-shaded arrows. (Bottom-right panel) The kinetics of finasteride, prostatic T and DHT, and gene occupancy (anti-apoptosis
depicted) are shown simultaneously in a single time course (values were normalized for scaling purposes). The kinetics of gene occupancy are directly
tied to the combination of kinetics between T and DHT. The rise in occupancy between doses is caused by the rise in prostatic T. The light blue
shaded region shows where T and DHT are collectively at their lowest point in the time course. This is followed by the observed decrease in gene
occupancy, which takes place well after the drug has significantly cleared.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0044359.g006
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Figure 7. Analysis of hormone kinetics in relation to prostate volume, finasteride dosing amount and frequency. FM suggests
alternative dosing schedules may increase the effect of finasteride on prostate volume. (Top left panel) a 40 mg/kg dose of finasteride is predicted to
result in different amounts of prostate regression, depending on dosing frequency. Against intuition, a QD (daily) dose results in greater regression
than a dose given every 12 hours. A dose given every 36 hours results in nearly as much regression as QD dosing. (Middle panels) For 12-hr, QD and
36-hr dosing, prostatic T and DHT levels were normalized against their affinities for AR (see main text) and were plotted over the last 4 days of dosing.
The plots demonstrate the differing effect each dosing frequency has on T and DHT. The solid lines represent the sum of normalized T and DHT to
comparatively depict the signal strength for prostate maintenance. (Top right panel) The normalized sums of prostatic T and DHT for each dosing
frequency are depicted on the same plot, showing why the QD dosing schedule is the most effective in prostate regression. On average, the
normalized sum amounts to the least signal of the three schedules, resulting in the most significant decrease in prostate volume. (Bottom right panel)
FM was run systematically, varying both dose and dose frequency. The plot depicts the relationshop between dose, dose frequency and prostate
volume at the end of 21 days of dosing. The suggestion of an optimal relationship between dose and dose frequency, depicted by the trough (deep
blue color), is seen. (Bottom right panel) The 3-D surface was projected onto a 2-D plane for easier visualization of the optimum dose/frequency
relationship.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0044359.g007
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prostatic regression following castration [36,46] to include changes

with 5aR inhibitor dosing. Inhibition of 5aR results in decreases in

prostatic and blood DHT but increases in prostatic and blood T,

which can only be adequately described in this multiscale context.

Furthermore, this extension demonstrates the utility of this biological

system platform to incorporate activities of greater breadth and/or

depth addressing additional aspects of pharmacology and biology.

The utility of this expanded model in preclinical and, if scaled to

human, clinical settings is that investigators can gain quantitative

understandings and test and generate various hypotheses of different

mechanisms of inhibition (i.e., 5aR competitive and time-dependent

inhibition) and alternative dosing regimens (see Figures 6 and 7).

The alternative dosing regimens proposed by the rat model could

either be evaluated by creating a human version of the model or, if

one were developing a new compound, might be explored directly

in preclinical studies and clinical trials. It also provides insights into

the relative importance of T metabolism in the liver vs. prostate.

Under control conditions, blood levels of DHT in the adult male rat

are very low in comparison with blood T levels or prostatic DHT

levels, suggesting T metabolism in the prostate is the main driver of

intraprostatic DHT levels. With the quantitative aid of FM, it might

be determined that inhibiting 5aR in the liver is negligible with

respect to effects on prostate size. While the simulations discussed

are for rats and a compound already in therapeutic use, thes types of

hypotheses would influence every phase of a 5aR inhibitor project

from discovery through clinical development.

As complex as the current model is, it remains a substantial

simplification of the true biology and the ability of drugs or

environmental chemicals to perturb prostatic function. The

model of Eikenberry and coworkers focuses on the potential to

describe the evolution of cells under varied androgen exposures

that might result in transitions to cancer and altered regulation of

androgen receptor levels impacting the success or failure of

antiandrogen oncology treatments [34]. In both PM and FM,

androgen-dependent regulation of receptor levels is not yet

considered. However, this may be an ideal example of another

useful expansion of FM, since the mechanisms associated with the

regulation and dysregulation of prostatic AR have been

implicated in androgen-independent prostate cancer for over a

decade [33,47,48,49,50,51]. There is currently no effective

standard of care for this form of cancer, and it is associated

with an exceptionally poor prognosis. Perhaps critical mechan-

sistic insights may be gained in quantitatively understanding the

roles of hormones and key proteins that lead to ligand-

independent activation of AR, such as heat shock proteins,

cofactors and signals downstream of important cell surface

receptors like receptor tyrosine kinases. An effort toward this

approach has recently been published by Jain and coworkers

[52], where they developed a model for prostate cancer and its

progression and included ‘‘personalized’’ parameters to account

for patient variability and the inherent heterogeneous nature of

cancer tumors. This work highlights the question of benefits vs.

drawbacks of intermittent dose schedules for various therapeutics.

Although this work nicely captures the cancer-specific relation-

ships between androgens, AR, and prostate-specific antigen

(PSA), and widely used and accepted diagnostic marker for

prostate cancer and progression, it still does not quantitatively

capture the multi-scale, multi-tissue nature of the feedback and

compensatory relationship between T and DHT. Ideally, one

could potentially combine a correctly scaled form of FM and the

Jain model for a comprehensive look at the role of 5aR in

prostate cancer. Particularly, if the feasibility of creating a human

parameterization is realistic, one might conceive a role for FM in

a potential combined role with the Jain model in a translational

context, where more accurate predictions of human response to

therapeutic intervention could be made, based on in vitro and/or

in vivo preclinical data.

The simplifications utilized in the current model can be

informative. Cell proliferation, protection from apoptosis, and fluid

production are multigene processes, but simple empirical relation-

ships between a single androgen-regulated gene and each of these

activities have been described for conditions of prostate regression

following castration and androgen reductions via 5aR inhibition.

Available data in the literature on prostate maintenance or regrowth

with androgen supplementation following castration represent

another area for expansion of the model. An initial evaluation of

prostate regrowth indicated that the cell proliferation rate would

need to be increased to fully capture the growth dynamics (results

not shown). This suggests additional biological mechanisms should

be incorporated for (at least) the regulation of cell proliferation.

This multiscale model provides a useful framework for

incremental and modular expansions of its description of

androgen-dependent biology occurring in multiple tissues. It

integrates existing published scientific literature permitting evalu-

ation of their consistency and it provides predictions that can be

experimentally tested, such as those here for alternative dosing

strategies. Ultimately, FM and any subsequent augmentations

could serve as supplemental tools for drug target validation by

facilitating quantitiative, causal linkages between target, mecha-

nism and outcome. Furthermore, these models can play a central

role in identifying the most informative biomarkers in the system

to measure and in the translational strategy for predicting human

response from preclinical data.

Materials and Methods

The model was implemented in MATLAB 2009b (The Math-

works, Natick, MA). The package algorithm ode15s was used to solve

the system of ordinary differential equations, with relative tolerance

set to 1024 and absolute tolerances set to 1026. Sensitivity analysis

was conducted as specified in [44], based on the concept of control

coefficients, which were originally proposed for use in metabolic

networks by Heinrich and Schuster [53] as well as Fell and coworkers

[54]. To create the 3-D plot depicted in Figure 7, bottom left panel,

doses were chosen by starting at 0.001 mg/kg and making half-log

increments up to 1000 mg/kg. Dosing intervales were chosen by

starting at dosing every 6 hours, and increasing the interval by 6 hours

up to 120 hours. Then FM was run in every combination of the above

doses and intervals and prostate volumes were recorded at the end of

21-day dosing periods. The prostate volume data were then entered

into a grid as functions of dose and interval.
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